
 
 

 

Adenomyosis Uterus : A Pictorial Essay 

Adenomyosis is the presence of ectopic endometrial glands and stroma embedded within the 

myometrium. 

             

 

 

 

 

                     

 

 

 

 

Sagittal T2-weighted image shows 

zonal anatomy with endometrium, 

which is hyperintense; junctional zone 

as hypointense band and outer 

myometrium shows intermediate signal. 

Hyperintense linear / reticulated 

streaks extend from endometrium 

into the thickened junctional 

zone. 

 

Coronal T2-weighted image shows 

extensive and diffuse enlargement of 

posterior junctional zone with bulging 

contours signalling diffuse 

adenomyosis. 

 

Focal adenomyosis (yellow 

arrows) visible on posterior 

uterine wall; considerable focal 

thickening of junctional zone 

forming masses of ill-defined 

shapes, containing cysts within. 

 



 
 

 

 

Discussion: 

The etiology of adenomyosis is unknown though one report suggests hereditary component. 

The uterus in women with adenomyosis is frequently enlarged and globular. Women with 

cystic adenomyosis may present with a palpable mass. 

T2-weighted sequences that highlight uterine zonal anatomy are used to diagnose 

adenomyosis. The diagnostic criteria include: 

1. Microcysts within the junctional zone, which is a direct sign of adenomyosis.  

2. Focal or diffuse thickening and widening of the low signal intensity junctional zone. 

Cut-off values for junctional zone width to distinguish patients with, from patients 

without adenomyosis vary between 6 and 12mm. 

3. An ill-defined low signal intensity myometrial mass / adenomyoma.  

Ancillary findings in adenomyosis include: 

I. Poorly defined margins. 

II. High signal intensity myometrial foci on T1-or T2-weighted sequences. 

III. Linear high signal intensity striations radiating out from the endometrial surface. 

These striations are thought to represent direct invasion of the endometrial zona 

basale into the underlying myometrium. 

The differential diagnosis of adenomyosis usually focuses on leiomyomas, though these 

conditions frequently coexist. 
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Dr.Deepa S. Nadkarni   /   Dr.Shaikh M.Mazhar 
 

N.B: These cases are authentic and from the archives of Radiance Diagnostics. For any eries/suggestions/feedback write to us at 
radiance@radiancediagnostics.in . Case of the month can also be accessed anytime online at VIEW BOX at  
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